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The 6. This engine was initially installed in Chevrolet and GMC trucks, and has been an option
since then in pickups, vans, and medium-duty trucks. In , production at Moraine was reportedly
limited to approximately , engines per year. RPO LB7 engine code "1" was first introduced in
and continued until early It is a valve design with high-pressure common-rail direct injection
and an experimental composite design cylinder head. It is a valve design with high-pressure
common-rail direct injection and aluminum cylinder heads. To meet this goal, they turned to a
newly developed Garrett turbocharger with a variable geometry vane system and installed an
EGR Valve. Learning from problems with injectors in the previous LB7, GM changed the valve
covers to allow access to the injectors without having to remove the valve covers, saving
significant labor costs if injector replacement became necessary. The first is VIN 2 produced in
late and early The second is VIN D. This was introduced in and continued into sold only in the
"classic" body style. It has an improved engine computer tune that produces increased power
and torque over the LLY version of the engine. The LMM engine code "6" debuted part way
through and ended production with the start of the calendar year and is mated to the 6-speed
Allison transmission. The LMM was the only Duramax offered for model years â€” It is a further
advanced version of the LMM engine with the majority of the changes addressing a required
drastic reduction in engine emissions. Some mechanical aspects of the engine, such as piston
oil flow design for improved temperature control and oil pump design, were also improved to
enhance durability even further. The LML engine was significantly updated for to provide
improved exhaust emissions that comply with the new federal emission standards for diesel
engines, provide better engine rigidity and further noise reduction. This engine has a fuel
injector in the exhaust tract, to allow raw fuel injection during the particulate filter recycling
routine. The L5P duramax is the latest version of the Duramax V8 diesel engine. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the Duramax V8. For the Duramax
6-cylinder, see Isuzu 6H engine. Motor vehicle engine. Archived from the original on May 14,
Retrieved May 9, Retrieved 14 December Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links
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as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Svenska Edit links. Duramax LML. OHV 4
valves x cyl. Garrett variable-geometry vane with intercooler. High-pressure common-rail direct
injection. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Duramax engines. Duramax began as a
joint venture between General Motors and Isuzu in the late s to modernize diesel technology
with a high-pressure, common-rail, direct-injected powerplant meant to put the other Big Three
automakers on notice. The latest version of the Duramax came out last year, slated for the
Silverado and Sierra. Chevy engineers started with a clean sheet for the new engine,
incorporating everything they know about advanced combustion and efficiency. Of course,
those are two-wheel-drive truck numbers, but 4x4s will still get 29 mpg on the open road. The
new Duramax 3. Those figures are good for 9, pounds of towing and 1, pounds of payload in the
GMC. The numbers vary slightly in the Chevy 9, pounds towing and 1, pounds payload. The
Duramax 3. The main bearing caps are iron, as well, which protect the engine under high
combustion pressures while a deep-skirt block where the block casting extends below the
crankshaft centerline contributes to the strength. Also adding stiffness, an aluminum lower
crankcase extension is attached to the main bearing caps. Chevy says its Active Thermal
Management system enhances the Duramax's cold-weather warmup. The system uses a
three-actuator rotary valve system to target coolant distribution. Add that to a tuned air
induction system and other noise canceling technologies, and we get a quiet, powerful engine.
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Below. The Mileage. The Figures. The Internals. The Warmup. The Balance. Full Review. The
Future. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
and similar content at piano. More From Industry News. It is named for the U. Along with rival
Ford Ranger , the GM twins were the last compact pickup trucks on sale until Isuzu , which
participated in the design process, began selling its own version worldwide in All North
American-market vehicles were manufactured by Shreveport Operations. The cooperation
between GM and Isuzu to build a light-duty truck and offer it in North America returns to an
original arrangement the two companies had in the s with the Chevrolet LUV , a rebadged Isuzu
Faster. GM also offers either a rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive drivetrain with standard,
extended, and four-door crew cab body styles. Most models come with the 2. The 4-door Z71s
also get the 4-speed automatic transmission standard. This package was later dropped in favor
of LT2 and LT3. Three different cab configurations were offered on Colorado and Canyon: a

two-door Regular Cab model with either a short or extended pickup box and seating for either
two or three passengers, a four-door Extended Cab model with an extended pickup box and
seating for either four or five passengers, and a four-door Crew Cab model with a short pickup
box and seating for either five or six passengers. Top trim levels in Crew Cab configuration
offered upscale features such as leather-trimmed seating surfaces, dual power-adjustable front
bucket seats with lumbar support and heat, a six-disc, in-dash CD changer, XM Satellite Radio ,
and rear side-impact airbags. Three different suspension options were offered on the Colorado
and Canyon: The base Z85 suspension offered a comfortable ride quality. The ZQ8 Sport
suspension see below offered a lower ride height than the standard Z85 suspension, as well as
firmer suspension for improved handling. All suspension packages were offered on 4X2 or 4X4
models in all cab configurations, except for the ZQ8 Sport suspension, which was only offered
on 4X2 models. The Xtreme edition is basically a continuation of a trim package from its
predecessor, the Chevrolet S For model year , the Colorado was facelifted again and a 5. For the
model year the GM badges were phased out, [3] although a few models had the GM logo on the
doors. In , both trucks, as with most General Motors vehicles and combined with OnStar ,
received a Bluetooth hands-free phone system for the first time as optional equipment. Most
later trucks received alloy wheels as standard equipment, with optional polished and
chrome-plated wheels, in sixteen, seventeen, or eighteen-inch diameters. Only later base-model
trucks, with the exception of the base received sixteen-inch steel wheels, and were a new wheel
design. In , however, while still leading the Ford pickup by One Canyon owned by successful U.
Senate candidate Scott Brown became famous as it was widely featured in his TV
advertisements. In the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 's frontal offset test the Colorado
extended version is given a "Good" overall score, [5] however the crew cab is rated
"Acceptable". The Isuzu i-series mid-size pickup truck line was manufactured from to Launched
at the New York International Auto Show , for the model year, the i-series replaced the Isuzu
Hombre , which had been out of production since Two models were offered at launch: the i ,
powered by the 2. The i was available only with an extended cab, while the i could be had with
either an extended cab or crew cab. The i was replaced by the i for with the introduction of a 2.
The sales for the i-series were poor, with just 1, sold from the start of production through
February according to Automotive News. As part of Isuzu's withdrawal from the United States
market after the model year, the i-series was discontinued. GM Thailand manufactured the
Colorado from March with a mildly altered styling compared to the North American version.
Thai-market Colorado received a minor redesign in late , with its front fascia being altered by
toning down the American influence. The facelifted model was exported to Australia as the
Holden Colorado from In , GM also introduced the Colorado 4x2 2. It is also compatible with
pure diesel and biodiesel B5 fuel. It was available for two cab styles. As with Rodeo, Colorado is
available as either two- or four-wheel drive and in a range of body styles including single cab,
space cab and crew cab. Power is provided by a range of petrol and diesel engines. The diesel
powerplant is a four-cylinder Isuzu 4JJ1 unit displacing 3. It was replaced by the
second-generation Holden Colorado in The production model is available in three different cab
styles: regular cab single cab , extended cab space cab , and crew cab double cab and may
either be rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. On 9 September , General Motors Thailand
opened the diesel engine manufacturing plant, to make the Duramax engine used by the
Colorado. The engine a rebranded VM Motori turbodiesel engine with 2. Only one engine is
offered, the 2. Single cab and crew cab models are available as either two-wheel drive or
four-wheel drive. The model is built in right-hand-drive at the GM Thailand plant. Among the
features included with the pack are a nudge bar and towing kit, front carpet floor mats and a
one-piece rear carpet floor mat, a bonnet protector, slimline weather shields and "Thunder"
badging. Production of the Colorado in Thailand ended in as General Motors ended operations
in the country. It competes with other midsized pickup truck offerings. The North American
model features a different front fascia, with its design being similar to the Chevrolet Silverado ,
and different engines. For the initial launch, the Colorado was available with either a 2. It is also
available in three cab configurations: extended cab with a 6. This model is available exclusively
as an Extended Cab. Optional equipment includes a 2. Optional equipment is the same as the
LT. Most models also included a rear backup camera system. The 6-speed manual transmission
was discontinued during the model year and is no longer available in the Colorado or Canyon.
The model year Colorado will receive a refreshed look and a updated grille in line with the
Chevrolet design language, but will see its level trims reduced to four: Work, LT, Z71, and ZR2.
The 2WD base trim is eliminated. GMC introduced in an official press and video release and
made its public debut the following day January 13, at the North American International Auto
Show in Detroit. Sales started at dealerships in the second quarter of as a model. It also sports
a front grille design that closely resembles its full-size sibling, the GMC Sierra. The Canyon

comes in three trims and either two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. The base model is only
available with the 2. Optional features based on trim will include active aero grille shutters,
available OnStar 4G LTE connectivity with on-board wifi, forward collision warning , lane
departure warning , and an available Teen Driver feature that limits speed and audio volume. On
February 16, , GMC posted spy shots of a Canyon with Denali styling, indicating plans to add
the mid-size truck to the Denali lineup as a model. Both the Canyon and Colorado received a
facelift for the model year, prior to the debut of a third generation in either the or model years.
Due to positive feedback, a production ready version was introduced two years later at the LA
Auto Show, which joined the lineup. The Colorado ZR2 offers the same amenities as its brother
the Z71, but is heavily tailored towards off-road performance. Engine options are the 3.
Chevrolet designed many new parts specifically for the ZR2 to improve off-road performance.
New features and parts standard or optional on the ZR2 include:. GM Defense and U. Army
TARDEC partnered in to develop and successfully test the Chevrolet Colorado ZH2 fuel cell
electric truck, with low acoustical and heat signatures as well as the advantages of on-board
water production, exportable electric power and off-road capability. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 2. The Car Design Yearbook 2. The Detroit News.
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From the first generation to the one currently in production today, the 6. And along the way the
engine has become significantly more emissions friendly. For those looking at purchasing a
Chevy or GMC with the Duramax, we wanted to put together a chart outlining its history and
provide a variation comparison so you can determine which model of the 6. Between all of the
variations, there are really two key trends: 1 more power and performance, and 2 increased
emissions restrictions and fuel efficiency. Engine technology has drastically improved in the
last 20 years at the same time as emissions regulations have gotten stricter. With the
horsepower and torque of the Duramax nearly doubling from to , this is certainly true for this 6.
The LB7 is the original production 6. Following success with the performance and reliability of
the LB7, this engine became the building block of the Duramax line all the way up until today.
The lack of emissions control devices helped boost reliability of these engines as these
emissions parts are frequent fault areas on a lot of diesels. Additionally, it had a fixed geometry
turbo which saved it from any vane stick or turbo actuator issues. The one crux of the Duramax
LB7 to be aware of is the injectors. Outside of the injector issues, these engines are rock solid.
Fortunately, by now, any old LB7 will probably have had the injector problem fixed. The block
and internals are strong and the engine itself is certainly capable of surviving the k mile mark.
Overall, a great engine, a comfortable ride, and a decent amount of tune-ability for folks looking
for additional performance. Given the larger turbo and various other small engine
improvements, the LLY has the biggest horsepower gains from a tune only compared to any
other variation, with the exception of the L5P Duramax. The LLY engine is very similar to its
predecessor. However, the LLY has traded common problems swapping out injector issues for
overheating issues and head gasket problems. The LLY is known to overheat easily while
towing heavy loads and high-mileage ones are known to blow head gaskets pretty easily.
Fortunately, head gaskets are easy and cheap fixes and overheating is only common when

towing very heavy things. One other potential downside is that the Allison automatic
transmission is rather weak when it comes to added power. Outside of these limited issues,
again a very strong engine capable of surpassing the k mile mark with ease. Perhaps the
shortest lived of the 6. The LBZ has the best performance and horsepower potential with bolt-on
mods and was paired with a stronger Allison transmission than found in the LLY Duramax. As
regulations became more strict the LBZ was forced to be replaced with a more
emissions-friendly Duramax. However, for those diesel power enthusiasts looking to push
engines to massive horsepower numbers, the LBZ has its crux. The pistons on this engine are
known to crack above the rwhp mark. The DPF and the emissions regeneration cycles are
known to be longevity killers. Fuel mileage decreased from this year forwards as the diesel
exhaust treatment requires fuel to function properly. The internals and block remained
unchanged, meaning the engine is reliable with great performance potential. A new body style
gave these trucks a nice fresh and modern look, a look that I still love to this day. Additionally,
the trucks got a stronger Allison transmission. Still prone to cracking pistons with too much
power, and now prone to emissions system problems, the LMM is slightly less reliable than the
LBZ. The LML Duramax took a big performance leap to nearly hp and to lb-ft. To accommodate
for the power increases, Duramax strengthened the block, pistons, rods, main bearing, and a
higher flowing fuel pump. For emissions purposes, GM abandoned the CP3 high-pressure fuel
pump which ultimately limited the potential power gains from bolt-on mods. The only two
downsides of this engine are its emissions controls and the new CP4. With all the emissions
systems you can add, the LML has a number of additional failure points such as the diesel
particulate filter which are known to be problematic. Secondly, the new CP4. When the pump
fails, it can take all of the injectors out with it which results in a costly repair. Overall: best
towing truck, good reliability minus the HPFP, strong power but limited tuning potential.
Baddest of them all, the L5P puts out hp and a monstrous lb-ft. A lift pump is a huge
improvement; it provides additional fueling capabilities and helps relieve stress on the main
HPFP, creating a more reliable fueling system and one capable of more horsepower. With the
engine upgrades, all signs are pointing to the L5P having strong tuning and performance
potential. However, these engines are still new and its potential has yet to be fully realized.
Same goes for the engine from a reliability perspective. Our site is all about Chevy Trucks, from
the classics to today. We post engine problems guides, reliability guides, performance
upgrades, lift kits, suspension, you name it. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site
Legal Pages Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy. The Chevrolet Silverado is a range of trucks
manufactured by General Motors under the Chevrolet brand. The fourth generation of the model
line was introduced for the model year. In Mexico, heavy-duty versions of the Silverado use the
Chevrolet Cheyenne name. While sharing chassis and bodies, the model chronology of the
Silverado and Sierra are different, with five generations of the Sierra and four of the Silverado.
Largely the successor to the GMT chassis, the medium-duty Silverado is exclusive to Chevrolet,
with no plans for an equivalent GMC version. A small refresh for models was introduced in ,
bringing slight design changes and an upgrade to the audio and HVAC controls. The later By
the end of , a final design was chosen and finalized for production in June at 36 months ahead
of scheduled start in June Development sign-off was issued in late , with pre-production and
series production commencement in June There are a number of models of light-duty
Silverados and Sierras, including the half-ton, SS , and Hybrid. The light-duty trucks use the
name. Three cargo beds are available: a The short box is only available with the crew cab and
extended cab. For the first year, only the regular cab and a 3-door extended cab were available,
along with the Vortec V6 , Vortec V8 , and the Vortec V8. In , a driver's side door option became
available for the extended cab, giving it four doors, and the crew-cab body was added to the
lineup in Output on the 5. The 6. The Silverado Z71 got an optional lighter composite box, with a
suspension package for towing, but lacked the high-output engine. The C3 became the Denali
for , and Quadrasteer was added. GM introduced a reworked version of the Silverado and Sierra
in , with a new front end and a slightly updated rear end. In the Silverado received another
facelift, similar to the HD version introduced in HD models. In addition to that, Chevrolet has
deleted the "Chevrolet" badge off the tailgate that was used from to Its SUV counterparts
retained the use of the pre-facelift sheetmetal. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS
gave the Silverado an overall "marginal" score on the frontal offset crash test for poor structural
integrity and poor dummy control, although no injuries were recorded on the dummy's body
regions. It used all-wheel drive with a 3. For , the name was changed to Sierra Denali , but the
specifications remained essentially the same except for the addition of Quadrasteer and GM
changed from the 4L60E-HD to the 4L65E in conjunction with a 4. The Sierra Denali was initially
equipped with Delphi 's Quadrasteer system as standard equipment. It was a 4-wheel steering
system that greatly reduced the truck's turning radius and improved lane changing while

towing. General Motors dropped Quadrasteer from the Sierra Denali after the model year and its
entire lineup after due to poor sales of this expensive option. Launched in early , the Silverado
SS is a high-performance pickup truck built by Chevrolet. It is based on the Silverado Extended
Cab with Fleetside Box and features upgrades in the drive train and both exterior and interior
appearance. It was equipped standard with the 6. This was the same engine used for the second
generation Cadillac Escalade. In , the AWD variant was dropped and the rear wheel drive was
the only driveline layout available. All the SS trucks in both 2 wheel drive and AWD used the
torsion bar style front suspension for better handling. The truck came with several minor
appearance upgrades rear spoiler, embroidered headrests, Intimidator custom badging , but
was essentially a standard Silverado SS. Of the 1, scheduled trucks, only were made the
remaining were sold as Silverado SS "classic" body style trucks before the These trucks were
only available in Black Onyx exterior but could be ordered with cloth or leather interior. Also
features [7] -. The Vortec High Output option was first introduced in to a limited market mainly
consisting of Texas and several surrounding areas ; it was available nationwide for MY It was
available for both the Chevy and GMC series trucks. This special edition package under option
code B4V included several options previously not found on the standard model, most notably
the LQ9 6. The B4V package could only be ordered on extended cab standard box 2WD trucks.
The models were equipped with the standard 10 bolt 8. The models were upgraded with the
larger 14 bolt 9. This marked the first time the LQ9 engine was available for a two-wheel drive
application. Unlike the previous years with the SS Package, interior choices ranged from basic
cloth to fully loaded. There were also more exterior color options available with this package. In
, the Vortec Max trailering package became available. This was because the Vortec Max package
was intended for max trailer towing, while the Performance Edition was intended more for
customers who wanted the Silverado SS mechanicals without the visuals of the SS. It was also
made available in addition to the extended cab in the light-duty 4-door crew cab models. Towing
capacity with the VortecMax Trailing package was 10, pounds. Known within GM as the Parallel
Hybrid Truck or PHT, it is not actually a parallel hybrid by the current definition, but a type of
micro hybrid design. The truck uses a 5. These trucks were also purchased back from
customers for more than what they were worth in the late s. Additionally, the extra reserves of
power for the accessories make this truck well-suited to that market, where trucks often sit at
idle for hours at a time. Availability was extremely limited at first, with commercial buyers
getting the first allotment. For â€”07 the truck was generally available to retail buyers
throughout North America. The HD variant was a heavy-duty light truck. The HD had an
available five-speed six-speed for â€” models Allison transmission with the Vortec and Duramax
6. The HD models were primarily used for towing and high-weight cargo. The Silverado HD had
5. Built as either a or HD Extended Cab Standard Box model with two and four-wheel-drive, the
Professional was the ultimate contractors truck. The center console area provided an area to
store PDAs, cell phones and laptop computers as well as extra charging points for them and an
area to hang file folders. There were also extra storage trays and larger cupholders throughout
the cab, including one temperature controlled cupholder. The exterior featured lower body
cladding, Professional badging, and a full-chrome grille. These trucks also featured a standard
bedliner, box-rail protectors, in-bed power outlet, and many optional accessories suited to
tradesmen ladder racks, toolboxes, etc. The series came standard with the 5. Other factors,
such as options, can also affect these numbers. It features a redesigned exterior, interior, frame,
and suspension as well as power increases on certain engines. Like the GMT SUVs, these
pickups also have greatly improved aerodynamics over their predecessors like steeply raked
windshields and tighter panel gaps which improve fuel economy. Like its predecessors, the new
Silverado offers buyers a choice of two-door regular cabs, four-door extended cabs with
front-opening rear doors that now open degrees similar to the Nissan Titan and four-door crew
cabs. GM also offers the trucks in the traditional two- and four-wheel-drive configurations. For
the model year, the Sierra Denali shares the same billet grille from the other Denali models, and
also has the same dash as the SUV's. The Sierra Denali was initially the only half-ton pickup
that had a 6. A new high performance 6. After skipping the model year, with being the last for
the GMT hybrid line, a two-mode hybrid model was introduced in late as a model. It's joined by
two kilowatt electric motors supplied by a nickelâ€”metal hydride battery pack under the rear
seat. On its own, the V8 is rated at horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The unique
transmission houses the electric motors along with three different planetary gear sets and four
traditional clutches. There were two dash options offered in this model Silverado and Sierra: a
luxury-inspired dash that closely mimics the dash in their GMT SUVs, and a more traditional
upright dash to make room for a passenger seat in place of a center console. As of , GM full-size
trucks were no longer sold in United States and Canada with manual transmissions ; they were
only offered in Mexico in the Silverado V6 engine and Silverado An integrated trailer brake

controller , first available on the Silverado and Sierra HD for , is now an option on series trucks.
A refresh followed with all models, including new interior door panels which moved the handle
forward and added an additional cup holder and a six-speed automatic transmission on regular
cab models with the 5. The Vortec V8 was given wider availability, now being optional on LT and
SLE extended and crew cabs, completely supplanting the light-duty Vortec V8 in the process.
The new Z71 Appearance Package was optional on LT and LTZ, it included: body-color grille
and front fascia, body color door handles and mirror caps, unique Z71 box side decals, chrome
sill plates, and a unique Z71 gauge cluster. For , the Sierra and Silverado received another
refresh. Trailer sway control and hill start assist are now standard on all models. The 8. The
6L90 6-speed automatic transmission is standard in all Heavy Duty models. The Allison
transmission is paired with the optional Duramax V8 diesel. The front suspension incorporates
new upper and lower control arms and new torsion bars tailored to one of five different gross
axle weight ratings. Upper control arms are constructed from forged steel that is both stronger
and lighter than the previous arms, while the new lower arms are cast iron to maximize load
capacity. Using a unique torsion bar for each gross weight rating allows for better control over
vehicle height, resulting in improved handling and better alignment for reduced tire wear. These
improvements allow for up to a 6, pound front axle weight rating, allowing all 4wd trucks to
accommodate a snow plow. Additional front suspension enhancements come from new
urethane bump stops, two per side. The upper shock mount has been changed from a single
stem mount to a two-bolt design to eliminate the possibility of squeaks and thumps. The rear
suspension design uses asymmetrical leaf springs that are wider and capable of greater load
handling. The design features 3-inch wide leaves, with front and rear spring sections of different
lengths to reduce the twisting that can result in axle hop and loss of traction. The Silverado
comes standard with four-wheel ABS. StabiliTrak and side curtain airbags are optional on
certain trim levels. The IIHS gave the Silverado a "Good" score in their frontal crash test,
however models equipped with or without optional side curtain airbags received a "Poor" rating
in the side impact test. LY6 Vortec 6. GM dropped the platform and changed to K2XX. The third
generation Silverado has three gas engine options: 4. Chevrolet's MyLink touch-screen
multimedia interface system will be available on most models. A Bose premium audio system,
as well as a Bose surround sound audio system will be available on most models. OnStar will
be standard on all models. Underneath, the Silverado rides on a fully boxed high-strength steel
frame with hydroforming technology ; truck cab's frame is built with high strength steel as well.
The third generation Silverado uses aluminum on the hood, for the engine block and for the
control arms in order to save mass. The truck's bed is made of roll-formed steel instead of
stamped steel used by other manufacturers in order to save weight and gain strength. The third
generation Silverado introduced the upmarket High Country edition which includes saddle
brown leather interior, which is Chevrolet's first entry into the luxury market. A revised front end
features styling cues from the s-era Chevrolet C-Series Trucks, and, on Z models, a Z badge
was added to the front grille. The first production Silverado completed assembly on April 29,
The Silverado went on sale in May as a model, with the Silverado HD Series being available in
early for the model year. On January 10, , a recall was issued for , Silverado and Sierra pickups
due to a fire risk. In the past, several independent specialists imported and converted Silverado
and GMC Sierra for Australian and right-hand-drive markets. The HD and HD were fitted with 6.
No version was offered. For the model year, the 6. Some of these enhancements included a new
OnStar telematics system with 4G LTE Wi-Fi capabilities, new wheel designs, new exterior paint
color options, new exterior tow mirror designs, a USB port added the glove compartment of
trucks equipped with a front bench seat, DURALIFE brake rotors, the availability of dual and
amp alternators for models equipped with the 6. For that year, Chevrolet introduced Special
Edition for the Silverado truck series. Trucks ordered with bucket seats and center console now
feature a wireless charging pad on the console lid. For the model year, Silverado and Sierra HD
models equipped with the 6. Gasoline-powered models now have a capless fuel fill. Starting in ,
GM offered an eAssist mild hybrid version of the 5. The engine came with an 8-speed automatic
transmission and has the same horsepower and torque as the regular 5. For , it became
available nationwide and was also offered in the Silverado LTZ. The 5. It features beefier brake
rotors, upgraded oil coolers, high output alternator, auxiliary battery and an upfitter friendly
interior. Available on four-wheel drive Sierra HD crew cab models in either Black Onyx or
Summit White exterior colors, the Sierra HD All Terrain X package provides a unique, premium
mix of specialized exterior trim and off-road special equipment, uniquely paired with GMC's
high-level of refinement and technologies. All Terrain X's customized appearance starts with a
unique body-color grille surround, which flanks a distinctive grille insert that's unique to All
Terrain. Body color door handles, front and rear bumpers, and bodyside moldings provide a
distinctive monochromatic appearance, while black accents, including belt moldings, front

bumper skid plate, and B-pillar accents, enhance its bold attitude. Inside, the Sierra HD All
Terrain X also features GMC IntelliLink with an 8-inch-diagonal color touchscreen, Teen Driver,
remote-locking tailgate, remote starting system, Rear Vision Camera, adjustable pedals,
leather-appointed seats, heated front seats and wireless mobile device charging. Sierra HD All
Terrain X's strong, bold appearance is matched by equally strong engineering underneath its
surface. For added confidence off-road, the Sierra HD All Terrain X also includes the Z71
off-road suspension package, which adds front underbody and transfer case skid plates,
twin-tube Rancho shocks, hill descent control, and off-road information graphics in the Driver
Information Center. An Eaton automatically locking rear differential 4. For that year, Chevrolet
has added and dropped some of the Special Editions for the Silverado truck series. There were
several addition to this year's Special Editions for the Silverado series shown in boldface.
Special edition models of the Chevrolet Silverado and Chevrolet Colorado were introduced to
commemorate the th anniversary of Chevy Trucks. Chevrolet introduced the Centennial Edition
Chevrolet Silverado for Chevrolet continued production of the third-generation Silverado for ,
which was sold alongside the all-new, fourth-generation Chevrolet Silverado The
first-generation Chevrolet Silverado was sold alongside the second-generation Chevrolet
Silverado for the model year as the Chevrolet Silverado Classic, and and versions of the truck
were also sold alongside their successors, the Chevrolet Silverado and GMC also offered
versions of their Sierra trucks as the Sierra Classic for as well, and will do the same for ,
offering the predecessor generation model as the GMC Sierra Limited. The reveal of the all-new
Silverado was not expected until early For its debut, the Silverado was airlifted via helicopter
onto a stage, where it was introduced to a crowd of Chevrolet truck owners and enthusiasts, as
well as to the automotive press. In addition to the reveal of the Silverado , multiple Chevrolet
trucks of different generations were on display as well. Distinguishing features of the Trail Boss
from other Silverado trim levels are its gloss black front fascia, black rear step bumper, black
Chevrolet "bow-tie" emblems on the front grille and rear tailgate, gloss black-finished
aluminum-alloy wheels, large off-road tires, altered suspension, "Trail Boss" decals on the
sides of the pickup box, front bumper-mounted center fog lamps, "Z71" emblems on each front
fender, and red-painted front tow hooks. The formal unveiling of the Silverado took place at the
North American International Auto Show in Detroit , Michigan on January 13, , exactly years
after Chevrolet delivered its first trucks to customers on January 13, Silverado has been
launched in Australia for the first time for model year. All trim levels include a next-generation
touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto , Bluetooth for
hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , power windows and door locks on
Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rearview backup camera system.
Additional features available on select trim levels include GPS navigation, SiriusXM Satellite
Radio and Travel Link, OnStar with 4G LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi, a Bose premium audio system with
seven speakers, keyless access and push-button start, a remote starter system, heated and
ventilated luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces, a heated leather-wrapped steering wheel,
driver-assist technologies, a multi-angle camera system, and heated rear seats. For , the Rally
and Midnight Special Editions return after being absent for the model year. The Midnight Edition
features Bucket Seats with Console, special headlamp bezels, black dual exhaust tips, and
black assist steps. This is the second-time Chevrolet and Realtree have teamed up to produce a
special edition Silverado truck, having done so for The model is based on a Silverado Crew Cab
Custom Trail Boss, adding inch black wheels and Realtree camouflage graphics inside and out.
The all-new Chevrolet Silverado and its twin, the GMC Sierra offers a choice of six different
engine options, dependent upon trim level. The base engine on lower trim levels is the
horsepower, 4. Standard on mid-level trims is an all-new, horsepower, 2. Optional on most trim
levels is the horsepower, 5. Optional on upper-level trims is a horsepower, 6. An all-new,
horsepower 3. All engines are paired to either a 6-speed, 8-speed, or speed automatic
transmission, with a choice of either two-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive 4X4 is standard
equipment on Silverado Custom Trail Boss and LT Trail Boss trims, and optional on all other
Silverado and Sierra models. For , availability of both the 6. According to EPA ratings, rear drive
Silverado models with the 2. The Waze mobile app can now be compatible in its infotainment
system through the use of CarPlay. Crew cab Silverado models increase in payload up to 14
percent, or pounds. Trailering features equipped for the model includes an industry's first VIN
-specific trailering and payload label and an in-vehicle towing app on its GM infotainment
system. The Sierra will differentiate itself from its Chevrolet Silverado counterpart by offering
unique features, such as a two-piece tailgate, a pickup bed constructed from carbon fiber , a 3"
x 7" multi-color Heads-Up Display, a rear-view mirror backup camera system, and a luxury
Denali trim level. The Sierra will also feature its own distinct exterior styling, though interior
styling will be similar to that of the Chevrolet Silverado Its inner tailgate can be a load stopper, a

full-width step, and a work area by dropping down the load stop or provide easy access to the
bed just by folding down the inner tailgate. Powertrains include improved versions of the
current 5. An all-new, ten-speed automatic transmission will come as standard equipment on
gasoline-powered Sierra models. Availability of the previous 4. All trim levels include a
next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto ,
Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , power windows and
door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rear view backup camera
system. Initially unavailable at launch, the all-new Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra regular
cab configuration went on sale in early The regular cab option is unavailable in other trim levels
in the United States and Canada, as these trucks will appeal mainly towards fleet and
commercial buyers. Regular cab models with a 6. Standard features include a black front grille,
black front and rear bumpers, 17" steel wheels, manual windows and door locks, manual black
side mirrors, a seven-inch touchscreen infotainment system with rearview backup camera and
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, vinyl seating surfaces, a split front
bench seat, vinyl flooring, and air conditioning. Options include the Chrome Appearance Group
17" aluminum-alloy wheels and chrome front and rear bumpers , OnStar 4G LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi
capabilities, cloth seating surfaces, carpeted flooring with floor mats, and the Power Equipment
Group power windows and door locks, keyless entry, power black side mirrors, and cruise
control. The Silverado sees deletion of the Oakwood Metallic exterior paint color. Major
additions are new vertical trailering mirrors, which include power adjustability, as well as
power-folding and power-extension capabilities. The Sierra sees a new Carbon Black Metallic
paint color in addition to the above mentioned Silverado updates. For , the Silverado and Sierra
pickups saw relatively few changes. Most notably, the Silverado offers the newly named
Multiflex six-position tailgate, borrowed from the GMC Sierra. Other changes include wireless
CarPlay and Android Auto projection capability. Several color and trim changes were also
made. Mosaic Black Metallic is a new addition to the color palette. Smokey Quartz Metallic is a
deletion, and Hunter Metallic is a new paint color. Crew Cab Standard Box Sierra models are
now only available in four-wheel-drive. Silverado and Sierra HD dually models see an increase
in max-towing capacity to 36, lbs, a class-leading number. GMC has confirmed that they will not
offer an equivalent, citing a lack of support for GMC to expand back into a medium duty market
while making a push towards a premium market with their current lineup. The move leaves
Chevrolet as the only brand in the GM truck division to have medium-duty vehicles in this
segment as well as the only division to make its trucks and SUVs available for fleet sales. It is
built at Navistar's Springfield, Ohio plant. Navistar has also introduced their own version, the
International CV. The various Silverados, Tahoes, and Suburbans that are used provide
numerous platforms for different kinds of vehicles. The dashboard has additional controls and
dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo tie down
hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. General
Motors relaunched GM Defense division in offering the ZH2 Silverado, an advanced technology
Chevrolet Silverado with a hydrogen powered fuel cell and a heavy duty truck architecture
modified for next generation military vehicle needs. There is also a ZH2 Chevrolet Colorado
military version. The truck also won the Primm off-road race in , and More recently, the
Chevrolet Silverado now sold in Paraguay and Uruguay. GM has also announced plans to
introduce the Silverado, along with the smaller Colorado , to China. Chevrolet started selling the
Silverado in Oceania in via Holden Special Vehicles a former subsidiary of GM's now-defunct
Holden brand but will retain the Chevrolet badge. The vehicles are sold Right Hand Drive
versions for that region. There is a small gray market for both the Chevrolet Silverado and GMC
Sierra trucks in some parts of the world, mostly in Scandinavian countries and Germany. From
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released a small block inline 6 3. However, there is a big detail prospective buyers need to know
about this engine. The engine is a ground up design made to fit perfectly in those vehicles and
produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque in the half-ton Silverado with a surprising peak
torque at just 1, RPMs. It also includes a variety of innovative engine technologies like ceramic
glow plugs that heat up faster providing a quicker cold start, a lightweight aluminum block, low
pressure EGR and a variable geometry turbocharger. However, there is that one thing. What is
that one thing? As soon as the news of the engine hit the internet, people quickly pointed to an
oil pump belt residing in oil and needing to be inspected at , miles. While the belt sitting in oil is
a bit concerning to many, the fact it is a belt, not a chain or gear driven, also drew some
concern. Yet, the MOST concerning part of the belt is the fact you have to drop the transmission
to service the belt. This has drawn a lot of criticism. We received so much feedback on this
concern, we reached out to GM to interview their engineer on this engine. This engineer has
been with this engine since its creation and spoke to us at length about why the belt was
chosen and why, yes, it is true, the transmission has to be removed to access the belt. Plus, the
fuel economy in the Silverado approaching an unheard of 30 MPGs is crazy good. GM tells us
they are looking closer at this belt and will be seeing what they can do to redesign or change
out the belt for something else. If they do, we will let you know. For now, just be aware as you
are shopping what you are getting into. Is the Chevy Silverado reliable? One year to avoid. Tim I
think I know how you can figure out if this is a big problem or not. Next time you get one of
these as a press loan, just drop the transmission and replace the belt in your driveway. The
engineer speaks of packaging constraints for the oil pump and belt. Why not position the pump
up front and have it driven with the other accessories. So the belt and pump can be easily
inspected and changed. If a front mounted oil pump requires removing all the belt driven
accessories, radiators, oil pan, timing cover, and other components, I would GLADLY opt for
just dropping sliding the transmission back and removing a cover panel to access it. At any
rate, changing a belt at k miles is about the same service interval as most timing chains on
modern DOHC engines. If you want to throw stones, hurl one at the overly-complicated Active
Thermal Management system with its temperamental rotary coolant valve. Owners say the
system goes haywire and puts the vehicle in limp mode. Expect a push for a recall. I think the
Duramax 3. Just needs to bake a little longer. Someone mentioned and loosely compared
changing a timing belt at 80 to thousands miles under the regular maintenance schedule to the
dynamax change out of the oil belt. This comparison it like discussing apples vs. After speaking
to our local Chevy and GMC dealership guys they give a more realistic cost of between 12 and
16 hundred dollars. In my book this by itself is a No Buy reason. The engineer that made the

decision was interviewed and gave an explanation. The reason was due to packaging. They
would not have been able to fit the inline 6 cylinder in the vehicle with all the extra components
needed for a chain drive. There are also a couple of other important notes. The bottom part of
the belt is sitting in oil, therefore it will not crack or get brittle with age. The cost of labor would
have been more putting the belt on the front of the engine disassembly of the entire front of the
vehicle to access it is more labor than dropping the transmission. If the belt breaks there is no
catastrophic engine damage. An oil pressure warning would be immediately displayed giving
you time to pull over, shut the engine off and call for a tow. Eventually got worse to what you
see in the video. Exited the freeway and the description will tell the rest, but the engine seemed
to have seized with no warnings. A little bit concerning for this new engine. No one has touched
on the fact that this diesel engine has an aluminum engine block with Iron Liners! Iron Liners in
an Aluminum Block probably not a good idea!?? Just Scary! If you are going to insult someone,
you should at least check your spelling. Not a good example of durability. Aluminum blocks flex
too much to be used for Diesel engines in my opinion. No, Nearly every aluminum V8 in
existence used iron sleeves for decades. Those were gasoline powered units. Diesel is a
different animal all together. Unfortunately, the US automakers are slow to learn and late to the
game. I have Sprinters with the 3. Audi had inline 5 cylinder diesels decades ago; GM could
have used that 25 years ago and been ahead of the game. The technical issues involved should
be well understood by any modern car or truck company. Just a repeat from their first
experience with aluminum gas engine blocksâ€¦. Run, do not walk from this engine to your
nearest Ford or Dodge Ram dealerâ€¦â€¦. The choice of aluminum for the engine block is not, by
itself, fully informative. Much depends on the detailed engineering applied, the quality of the
metallurgy, and how much material was used to gain strength. One hopes that GM has done
well because owners deserve reliability in their costly vehicles. Not pulling your comments.
They just got caught in a filter we have been using. After all the current model was made with
this engine in mind so they say. I own the GMC duramax 3. So far no foul almost 3k miles and
she is stronger then the day I brought her home. Any info on aftermarket upgrades for the
diesel? Exhaust or turboâ€¦ Same goes for the turbo 4 cyl. The Silverado with 3. Tim â€” this
discussion was very helpful in understanding the oil belt topic better. But I will say â€” another
huge issue is the interior design. I suspect we will see tow limits go above 10k for the 3. I love
the truck, but the engine â€” at least for me â€” is a dog. As I write this, it is sitting in a shop in
Slidell, LA following a trip to see my family. Here I sit, with no transportation from a truck with
less than 10, miles on it. So far, days off the road from summer to now. The decreased engine
issue really inhibits driving and it is meant to protect the engine from something two different
GMC dealers 1, miles apart cannot figure out. So, here I sit at Christmas with no truck to play
Santa with. Thanks for letting me vent. Merry Christmas! Well, technology helps and the power
smaller diesel engines produce are beyond what Mr. Diesel would ever dream of. Problem is the
length of the engine, and think GM tried to have a trick around this with the oil belt, quite
special. They might try a know-off 4-cylinder for the smaller cars. Just to say, I own a 6. So my
headache will be, choose love or mind for the next generation vehicle haha. A couple inches
longer out front equals hundreds more per unit in costs. They try to reuse the frame, doors,
beds, etc from previous models. Respectable journalism is a thing of the past. How pathetic is
that? Definitely not subscribing. A 20 weight oil in a diesel? Does GM want the engine to last, or
only through the warranty period? Save my name, email, and website in this
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browser for the next time I comment. Sign in. Log into your account. Password recovery.
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